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minimum that student political
pressure made it expedient to give.
The defensive posture that the
student activates in us as soon as
he begins to radically prod and
question the accepted educational,
political and social system constitutes the form of the generation
gap. The peculiar content of this
gap today shows up very nicely
in a series of dialogue articles in
the current issue of Harper's magazine. Harper's had asked four
student writers one of whom,
Bryan Dunlap, is a recent Woos-te- r
graduate to respond to critical articles by "over 30" figures
such as Walter Lippmann, Aired
Kazin, William Jovanovich and
Paul Potter.
Mr. Lippmann starts it off with
a few paragraphs flicked off the
tip of his mind; still the article
serves as an indicator of how even
the highly perceptive old can suf- -
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fer from a failure of awareness
with .regard to what is going on
today in the student community.
Lippmann seeks to distinguish between the technological results of
the scientific revolution, with
which, he says, most of the older
generation is largely unfamiliar,
and that deposit of human wisdom which each age offers to its
successor. The older generation,
he writes, can say nothing about
the "how" of technology, but it
can transmit those values which
persist in any given human community as a guide to the humane
uses of technological innovation.
This suggestion of Lippmann's
exhibits, rather than overcomes,
the generation gap. What he
doesn't fully recognize is that the
scientific revolution
with the
computerized relations, burgeoning bureaucracies, mass media,
easy accessibility to the affluent
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life, and weapons of destruction
that it has brought in its wake
lies at the root of the upheavals
in the very values he wants to
transmit.

qualifies for the over-3- 0
group,
worries about whether the values
he has lived by, and committed
It is Emerson who said that
himself to, can last a lifetime, he
nothing is at last sacred but
can be told by his student respondthe integrity of your own
Rita Dershowitz's response to ent that the trick is to experiment
mind." If we had sought the
Lippmann points up the futility of with and probe all values rather
embodiment of that ideal, we
talking in any direct way about than commit oneself to any of
might have welcomed the current
a heritage of values. The older them.
student restlessness as indicative
wisdom, she writes, isn't relevant
Finally, and perhaps most serithat the American ' student has
"to
life,
and
the
to
my
conditions
ously, what the student means by
come of age, and that he is exin which I live." She acknowledges telling us that
emplifying, in surprising and unlhe must do his
herself comfortabe with the open own
ooked-for
thing is that he does not care
ways, Emerson's vision.
ethics of hippie culture, with the to be
associated with doing the
We might have reached out willuse of drugs and
ways "American" thing. The student
in
ingly for new teaching methods
of getting at knowledge, with the revolt
sees
Vietnam
and
the
race
and course material that correspresence of negroes in her social issue as symbolic
of the moral
pond to the student we now have
life, and with the freedom "to do
poverty and insensitivity of Amer-icin our midst. Instead, we, and this
your own thing" rather than
For him, the vision of Amer"we" refers to most of us who
someone else's notion of what is ica the
beautiful has been hopeare dedicated to teaching the libworth doing.
lessly
dashed
by the actuality of
eral arts, have. tended too much
the
hypocrite. Concerned
The "do your own thing" slogan America
to respond with anxiety, misgiv- i we
about
his
integrity,
the student
the
provides
to
key
even
understanding
horror, and
lngs, and
divorces
himself
from responsibilwhere the student is today. It
have only grudgingly given the
means, of course, that the only ity for, and participation in,
value criteria admitted is the in- American life.
(Continued on Page 3)
dividual's intuitive sense or feeling
as to what is right for him. It
means that openness to the whole
range of human possibilities rather
N.B.
than commitment to any particular
Nominations for the Wood-ro- w
cohesive set of values is now seen
Wilson
Published by the Students of The College of Wooster
Danforth
as a way of having one's life. It Scholarships and
should be in the
means that when Paul Potter, an office of the Dean of
Students
Volume LXXXIV
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Number 4
of S.D.S. who barely
no later than 5 p.m. on Oct.
23. Interested seniors should
in
iirrfmmrr rnrr
consult their faculty advisor
or Dean Riggs.
Seniors interested in the
Fulbright
Scholarships and
A demonstration protesting United States involvement in Vietnam will be held on
senior men interested in a
Oct. 21 in Washington D.C. This march is a follow-u- p
of the previous demonstration Dhodes Scholarship appointheld April 15 in New York City. Wooster is sending a delegation to this demonstration, ment should obtain application blanks In the office of
though the size of the delegation is yet unknown.
the Dean of Students and reThe theme behind the march de
turn them, completed, no lamore powerful political body. The with present situations. The antinotes a change in the
ter than Oct. 23.
war movement's policY. The fact that many of the people par- war movement in general believes
Further information on
ange is from dissent to resist ticipating in the march are not that U.S. policy suffers from this graduate
scholarships awardance. That is to say, no longer are of voting age is not a determining malady, reflected by the Pentaby
ed
individual
foundations
individuals willing to merely con factor. The political parties see in gon's belief that we are too deeply
and institutions is available
demn the war and ask for peace, them future voters and do not en- committed in this war to move to
firm
the
knowledge that their presground and
the also in Dean Riggs' office. The
but they demand immediate action joy
deadlines for many of these
be taken to end all hostilities. To ent actions are alienating these in- situation. The demonstrators hope
Yoga Dhyan Ahuja
are quickly approaching.
emphasize this metamorphism, a dividuals from the party. Protest to speed up the evolution in this
call will be made for protestors to in group form also declares to area by their continued protest
join in civil disobedience and foreign nations that Time Maga- and use of slogans. This faihng,
zine does not represent the entire the hope is to create enough disNew
block the Pentagon by a sit-isent in the country so that adminTo
both on the steps and inside the U.S. population.
anti-wa- r
will
The
istrators
choice
have
does
movement
no
but
not
buildin
By
believe our administration is an to overhaul and revise their poliOn OCA
Response to Skepticism
irresponsible monster that frolics tical machinery. This does not imby Dave Wright
in the blood and misery of others. ply that our government is a
This thematic change has
Tuesday we have an opportunity
On campus this year is Dr. caused many individuals to be- They believe that .the American monster but rather an institution to hear
one of the most dynamic
government is based on laws and that, due to its stability, is apt
Yoga Dhyan Ahuja, professor come more skeptical of the anti- regulations. That is to say that a to be slower in transforming than speakers of the semester
Dr.
of Hindi and Indian culture. war movement. The skeptics ques- pattern for government has been it should.
James H. Robinson. Dr. Robintion the pessimistic attitude adopt-eDr.
executive director of Operason,
Wooster
coming
established
to
Before
by which certain ocHumanitarianism
those committeed against
by
currences demand certain actions.
Ahuja was in San Francisco at the
The fact that there is divergent tion Crossroads Africa, will be
The pessiVietnam.
in
war
Similar to other institutions these thinking along the lines of what making his annual presentation of
the American Academy of Asian
felt by man of the people
mism
laws and regulations by which is a practical solution to the war the Crossroads Africa program. In
Studies teaching social concerns
the peace movement is due to
in
government policy is formed is in Vietnam does not compromise order that those attending may
of India, Indian Culture, literature
more than ju the war. They see often as
naught, slow to change. the effectiveness of the peace keep thought patterns uncriss-crosse- d
and Buddhism.
a visible lack of sincere attempts
at the crossroad of Dr.
The result many times is seen in movement. What is advocated is:
Dr. Ahuja received master's de- for peace y those involved in the actions which are incongruous
Robinson's speech, a few words
(Continued on Page 6)
grees (in Persian, Hindi and Ori- fightingland the
about the Operation Crossroads
ental Learning) and his Doctorate escalation of the war. This, they
Africa '68 are in turn.
from Punjab University. In addi- say, may be seen in the President's
The basic aim of the OCA is to
tion to this he has received certifi- rejection of peace feelers from
draw students of the world to
cates and awards in languages and Hanoi; the sending of 35.000 more
cultural studies from Tehran, Al- troops this summer; and as regether, thus making a melting-po- t
the
Universities.
by
some newspapers,
ported
of different
beliefs and
lahabad and Delhi.
national boundaries. The resulting
While engaged in this study Dr. serious thought being given to an
metal from the melting pot is a
Ahuja taught at Doaha College, invasion of North Vietnam. The
miliUniUnited States is becoming
Punjab University and Delhi
strong alloy of relationships between young Americans and Afriversity. In addition he has writ- tarily involved in South America;
cans, living, thinking and inter
ten more than 60 books and papers demonstrated by U.S. military adand has been published interna- visors sent to many Latin counacting together. A new way of life
tries,
bombing
American
the
five
and
languages.
in a continent contrasted by mud- tionally in
re(napalm) raid on a suspected
huts and skyscrapers provides the
Thus far, Dr. Ahuja has been volutionary village in Guatemala.
American student with an en
favorably impressed with Wooster These actions offer the possibility
tirely new, bright, and provocatiw
and the students (if we can make of many cases like Vietnam in the
oudook
on life.
such a distinction) and finds that future.
his classes in Hindi have been proThus, for those students whose
anticibelieves
The peace movement
gressing better than he had
imaginations stretch, whose hearts
pated. In addition to his classes that demonstrations coupled with
swell in the act of helping others,
PICTURED HERE ARE THE INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS OF
hold
is
best
forms
the
of
consented
other
has
to
protest
Dr. Ahuja
and whose courage is capable of
THE COLLEGE.
They are: Rajesh Aiwa, India; Arnold
an as yet undertermined number way to add constant pressure to
encountering discouragement, Dr.
James, Pakistan; Shoji Honda, Japan; Send Pierre Rajah,
of sessions on meditation, Yoga those in our government that supRobinson will arrive Monday and
a;
Congo-Kinshasand its connection with Eastern port the war. This implies that
Max Rasmimanana, Madagascar; Pansy
will be available for discussion bephilosophy. This is an opportunity demonstrations similar to the one
7 and 9:30 p.m. in the
tween
Shin-YeGooden, Jamaica; Bahram Yusefzadeh, Iran;
h
for those who are in search of a planned for Washington show that
Church House. On Tuesday, he
Chwang, Indonesia; Maria Conejo, Costa Rica; Ayla Gur-ca- y,
fresh point of view and a liberal people are willing to do more than
will be in the Andrews Memorial
Turkey; Gloria Nelson, Jamaica; Mary-Bet- h
Neely,
background to replace the sports sit at home and discuss the war
Room of the Library from 4 to
Cameroon;
Browne,
Natalie
Brazil;
Katalyn
Nyeste,
and
Also
section of the Plain Dealer with in Vietnam.
demonstrations
5:30 to talk with all interested
Hungary. See article by Tom Ewell on page 6.
something a bit more viable.
present a united front and thus a
members of the community.
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Page Two

Design For Diversity

Letters to

All

Friday, October 13, 1967

Editor

the

be typed, double-spaceand no longer than
300 words. All letters are
subject to editing; those over
300 words will generally be
shortened.
No unsigned letters will be
printed.
should

d,

An editorial devoted to college policy and rules will
always contain debatable arguments, but when it endeavors
to devote itself to the discussion of aesthetics and similar
topics its arguments become extremely vulnerable. This is
because art is the least understood general topic in the world,
and few people try to set down as hard and fast any criteria
towards the determination of what good art is supposed
to be.
Yet we at Wooster should begin thinking about art in
To Tho
general and architecture in particular as plans are being
Suggestions?
made in designing the new chapel. We would like to make
To the Editor:
a few points:

letters

Editor

.

(1) A building's architecture is an expression, in part,
of how the building's

function may best be summed up

visually.
(2) It is also partly an embodiment of those tendencies residing in the present community's ways of thinking,
thereby anticipating an expression of how the building's
function will change in the future.
(3) If the chapel is really the center of campus life,
as it has been upheld to be in the past, it is so only in
radically different and rapidly changing context. If it is not
the center of campus life, or if it seems that it will in the
near future lose its centricity, what kind of architecture ac
counts for its new role?
We are moving away from the concept which once said
that the chapel contains the members of the college com
munity to one which says that those members fill the chapel.
This less prosceniumed, more passive role of the chapel
makes the edifice more functional than ever before: The
chapel is utilized according to the aspirations and needs of
It
the community and, as we know, it is
is a church, a lecture hall, a common meeting place, a concert hall. Hence, we can little tolerate a chapel in its present
form, a form which symbolically institutionalizes the people
within it and often superimposes upon them an inappropriate
symbolic reference. The present chapel, with its staid,
and box-likinterior, has done precisely this.

At the invitation of the Board of
Trustees we, the Student Committee on Selection of the President
are in the process of formulating
a detailed list of qualities which
we consider desirable in the future
President of the College of Wooster. In order to truly diagnose student opinion we need to hear from

the students.
So far the committee is concentrating on these areas: aca
(scholarship
demic background
and teaching experience), admin
istrative ability, ability to relate
to a denominational school, rap
port with all factions of the community (faculty, students, admin
istrative personnel),
ability, and age.

multi-purpose- d.

uni-function-

al,

fund-raisin-

g

The future of the College of
Wooster as a small, independent,
liberal arts college will depend on
the vision of its next president.

"Man dreams of peace, but statement.
In damning the UN, the speaker
loves to fight." For this reaWe need your suggestions, op
pointed out its failure to reduce
son, Mr. Stanley Andrews, a the build-uinions and ideas now.
of munitions in the
Washington lobbiest and min- world. He was continually critical
The Student Committee on
p

Selection of the President
(Ed. Note: See Campus News
Notes for further information.)

e

The elements to be incorporated into the architecture
of the new chapel might include universality, modernity,
asymmetry, and intimacy all within the framework of
Christianity, keeping in mind that few intellectual pheno
mena in the history of ideas have been as divided within
and as radically transitory within those divisions as contemporary Christian theology. And, of course, if we are practical, allowances should be made for the size of the community many years from now.

Writing upon "New Frontiers in Twentieth Century Education," in the May, 1964, issue of THISTLE, Harold B.
Smith of the Religion Department called for an educational
system or structure which took into account diversities of
viewpoint instead of monolithically recognizing only one.
When we consider the architecture of the new chapel, we might
remember his thoughts:
It may be impossible to become universal man, in the sense
of being equally at home psychologically, mentally and spiritually within all cultures. The world of man is too big and the
diversity of cultures too great for that. But I do covet for my
students the opportunity to become citizens of the. world . . .
to see each style and pattern of different cultures in its rightful setting and to maintain a fundamental respect for their differences. To the extent that we can realize that goal we may
perhaps achieve the rich harmony of a symposium or symphony.

Published by the students of The College of Wooster during the school
year. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of the students
and should not be construed as representing administration policy.

Your Nicholls Worth
To the Editor:
So it's too late to do anything
about the outside of our new Mau- selunion. So how about the in
side? Do we leave it to Schooley
Cornelius Schooley et al to deter
mine in what environment we eat,
read, talk, make out, sleep and
are, or are not, comfortable? Al
ready half the rooms on campus
ook like concrete cells with com- ort units installed by a liberal
prison governor. So you can't stick
pictures on walls. What are walls
or? The alternatives for the PUB
li
rooms (all
in that category ot
antasy which could come horribly
rue) range from academic insti- utional (closely related to dormi-orbarren) to the other extreme
of cosv pseudo Olde Enslishe
1

m

.

y

(Continued on Page 6)
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ister, feels that the United Nations
cannot work.
In two addresses to the campus
last Tuesday, the Executive Director of an organization called
Americans for National Security
presented his views on the (lacx
of) accomplishments of the UN
in the past 22 years. In the pref
ace to his speech, he readily ad
mitted that his organization was
"conservative" in viewpoint.
Continuing , Mr. Andrews disavowed any relation to the John
Birch Society, as he launched into his address, "The UN in Re
view." He traced the origin of the
United Nations back to the "dream
of Woodrow Wilson," the League
of Nations. The fault of the League
and of the UN lay in man's basic
nature his desire to tight supersedes his dream of peace.
Of the 17 delegates from the
United States who helped draft
the UN Charter in San Francisco,
all but one have been proved Communist, he said. Beyond allusions
to the Alger Hiss case, Mr. Andrews offered no evidence for this

of incident after incident of lack
of UN action. He specifically
pointed to poison gas attacks in
Yemen by Egypt, religious perse-

cution in Russia, and mishandling
of this summer's Arab-Israewar.
In addition, he leveled criticism at
the world organization for refusal
to touch the Vietnam situation.
Andrews' personal prediction was
that following the US election in
the fall of next year, the United
States would be asked to leave
Vietnam following North and
South Vietnamese conferences.
Mr. Andrews did praise the UN
advances and achievements in
world health and agricultural organizations. He did not advocate
withdrawal from the United Nations, but warned of relinquishing
national sovereignty.
Several students in attendance
raised angry questions and appeared to be very intimidated by
the remarks of the speaker. The
most often questioned was his
claim that Communists and Communist nations blocked effectiveness of the United Nations.
li

WINTER TERM DEFEAT IN REVIEW

Peyton Calls For Progressive Outlook
A news article in the Sept. 22 issue of the Voice reported the rejection by the faculty,
at its May 29 meeting last spring, of the "package" program that included plans for a
.. i r
i
i
i .i
j .10 .imat. article
t
is. reierreu
me icauei
wuiiei icini. ti.
lor an accurate, oDjective account oi tne
mam reasons lor the deleat of the proposal.
.

This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the editor. AddresB all corres
Let me take
pondence to VOICE, College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
Voice
commend
Member of the Ohio College Newspaper Association. Entered as second
class matter in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio. Subscription rate: 15 per year. ing, which is so

this occasion to
for such report
at variance with
of
the
outbursts
some
intemperate
GARY HOUSTON,
f
editorials,
in
PAUL LEWIS
TOM MILLER
Associate Editors
and special columns which
characterized
much of last year's
News
BOB CRANE, Business Manager
DAVE PURCELL,
Editor
Voice "journalism" and which,
PETE HARVESON, Advertising Mgr. PHIL GRAHAM, Sports Editor
ELLEN CARRINGTON, Circulation
you may be sure, quite effectively
JOHN SCERBA, Photography Editor
Manager
Political News Editor: Bill Palmer
turned a lot of people off.
City News Editor: Alan Unger
Exchange Editor: Martha Mock
We find ouselves this year in
two situations: the empty aftermath of a great deal of earnest
This week's VOICE contains one news article rediscussion and planning, most of
lating to our involvement in Vietnam. The reason is simply
which would seem to have been
that this topic is of paramount interest to all members of
repudiated by1 the faculty on the
the community. The reports are describing events which
final vote, and the fact of the in
are generally unfavorable to the war. This should not be
terim
year between one adminisy,
interpreted as editorial opinion permeating
tration and another. How to keep
but simply as a demonstration of the lack of news
the. present year from being a perarticles on activity favorable to the war.
iod of stagnant waiting, with only
VOICE solicits any and all newsworthy, articles favthe wheels turning mechanically,
orable, as well as unfavorable, to the war.
may be our most urgent problem.
It will be helpful if we do not
"

Editor-inrChie-

letters-to-the-edi-to-

article-selectivit-

r,

resort to choosing up sides, creating adversaries among ourselves,
name-callinetc. Though it is
easier to impute blame to another
segment of the campus than it is
to cross divisional lines, we must
make the effort to do the latter,
since constructive effort lies in that
direction. Let me make a few observations and one suggestion.
The most ready conclusion to
reach after last year's rejection
of the winter term and related
plans is that once again the force
of progressivism was 'shattered
against the rock of entrenched
complacency. That conclusion is
comfortable; it requires very little
thought. If it were as simple as
that, we would know where to go
to work on the problem. Unfortun
ately, it is not so simple.
In the first place, everyone be
g,

himself progressive. The
progressive spirit is a universal
one ; it is to the forms it takes
that we must look. In this there
is no young or old, no East or
West, no black or white. There
is, however, difference in orientation and outlook, depth of concern,
strength of inspiration, degree of
patience, and caution of experience. It would be foolish to deny
that it is youth who bring fresh
outlooks, new ideas and attitudes,
new vigor. Equally foolish is to
deny that these same qualities may
be found also in persons of more
mature judgment and experience.
It is customary to say that age
and experience tend to bring a
more balanced appreciation of
values. Yet what sensible person
will deny that this kind of discern- lieves

( Continued

on Page 6)
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Drushal Aids Civic Affairs,
Links School And Council
Dr. J. Garber Drushal is known
to most of us in his administrative position. Off rampus, he is also known to the members of the
community for his involvement in
and contributions to civic affairs.
Dr. Drushal has often referred
to the dividends which a liberal education affords an individual after the age of 40. In his
Convocation Address, he spoke of
these dividends as being, "deter-mine- d
in no small measure by
the focus, the direction, the channeling of your interests and ener-gie-

Since

Sv
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becoming the Acting-Presideof the College, he has
chosen to remain in the position
of President of the City Council.
In this position his performance
has been applauded by many
members' of the community. When
asked about the added burden to
Drushal's schedule, Editor Ray
Dix of the Daily Record commented that Drushal is very interested in local government and
he is continuing to serve out an
1111111
obligation he feels towards the
community. Mr. Dix sees this involvement as an indication to students of the importance which
Drushal has been President of
should be placed in local governthe City Council since his election
ment. He urges Drushal to conin 1960. This has furthered the
tinue serving.
College's relations with City Hall,
which is serving as a workshop
LANDSCAPE 31, a charcoal and ink drawing by George Olson, assistant professor
Closely related to his role in
of art at
to students interested in govern- government has been his involveThe College off Wooster, is one of 23 of his most recent works now on exhibition at the Col- ment. Mayor Cuthbertson pointed ment in politics. He was a delelege Art Center. Also on display are color woodcuts bv Paul Arnold. Brofenr Af Mri
to the help Wooster students have gate to the last Republican NaOberlin College, and sculpture by John Balsley of Northern Illinois University. Gallery
given and the experience they tional Convention. In line with his
hours: 9-and -5 Monday thru Friday; 2-- 5 Sundays.
have received in the area of Woos-ter'- s interest and involvement in politiurban renewal plans. He also cal science, he informed us that
cited the understanding of the op- he will probably be teaching po- .
eration, politically and govern-mentall- y litical science next year. Another
Troubador and harpist Gerald
of a town such as Woos- position of leadership he has held
will highlight HomeGoodman
ter which has been transferred to was the Presidency of the Wooster
coming Weekend with a concert of
interested students.
Rotary Club.
varying musical genres next FriDr. Drushal tells us that he is day at 8:15 p.m. in the chapel.
"Building confidence in coun- together certain disparities." In
MORE ON
always looking for variety and Tickets are available in the Book- seling with the Personnel Deans is the past, duplication has
resulted
something new. In a world of store.
one of the main features of the from dividing various services
specialists he feels that there is
Baritone Goodman's repetoire Dean of Students system."
common to both men and women.
a need for more generalists. This extends from medieval ballads to
Under the Dean of Students these
Underlining the role of the and other tasks
can be achieved through excel- contemporary American
(Continued from Page 1)
are more smoothlence
Deans
as counselors, Mr. Law- ly coordinated.
education
will
in
by
Selections
which
include
pieces
he
once
What this situation calls for is
surely we defined at The College of Wooster Ravel, Guerra, Grever, Turina and rence Riggs, Wooster's new Dean
Should serious discipline cases
not more dialogue
have had enough of that. What as "our attempt to bring the stu- Salbedo, as well as several of his of Students, stresses that their arise, they would be referred to
those of us involved in teaching dent in four years to a discovery own compositions. Varying specific duties will not prevent Riggs from the individual Dean
the liberal arts must do is to seek of his best self at his present age, throughout the performance will their conferring with any student, involved. However, in any event
male or female. In an interview the student would
to bring the educational system up and some realization of what his be works for voice and harp, solo,
have every rewith
Voice
best
self
become
editors,
and
and
Riggs
piano
can
after
and
harp,
harp,
stated
piano
40,
to where the student is. This concourse to a fair evaluation of his
that wherever possible the em- actions, whether handled
how to get there."
and voice.
temporizing of the educational systhrough
is on counseling rather than the Deans Office
phasis
broad
principles.
involves
two
tem
or through studiscipline. A student's confidential dent judiciaries. In
The first concerns teaching methcases treated
reference to a rule infraction by the Deans,
odology; the second concerns the
Riggs emphasized
would not automatically bring a three
continuing points of justice:
clarifying of the function of a
formal charge and a discipline (1) A full
college education.
hearing and investigacase. Students should feel free to tion of the
situation would mainAuditions are now being scheduled for tenors to perform present difficulties
and discuss re- tain due process. (2) No penalty
We must no longer teach as if
with the Wooster Chorus this year. Anyone interested should see actions to
campus situations with involving suspension or dismissal
we could depend upon any aca- Mr. Boyer in the Department of Music.
fear
out
of
reprisal.
demic tradition of what is worth
would be given without the College
This weekend at Zeitgeist the New Student Union Committee
Serving as coordinator for the President's full knowledge.
knowing and doing to have any
(3)
to a sale of student art. Many budding, geniuses are dis- activities
of the Personnel Deans, There will always remain to the
weight with the student. The rea- invites you
playing their moderately priced works. A shrewd purchase now can Riggs hopes that the
son for this is that we are now
reorganiza- student the right of appeal to the
be your valuable investment into the future of a world where values tion of the Deans
facing, or are about to face, a stusystem will "pull President.
in constant transition. Man's eternal heed for poetic forms will
dent body that is breaking down are
be your assurance of a good buy. You may purchase your choice (s)
the hold of all external authorities
1
between
p.m. tonight and tomorrow. Even if you don't want to
CONFERENCE SEMINARS
upon its inner life. This means
to a museum and take a look around.
buy,
pretend
going
are
you
"Dynamics of Change" will be the focal topic for the
that we must teach our courses in
the
A
help
to
advise
Committee
has
Student
been
formed
conference
on Latin America to be held here Nov.
Stusuch a way that they speak to the
College
the
of
of
of
the
Trustees
Board
selection
the
on
President
dents interested in attending specific seminars are encouraged
student now. This is not to say that
to obtain registration forms at the center desk of the Library
we cease to teach about the past of Wooster. Members are Chairman Meg Wanty,
Richards,
Phil
Hicks,
McQueen,
Dave
Brown,
Patty
Suzanne
or at any dining hall. Containing descriptions of all seminsuch a step would involve a
ars, these forms indicate that. each student may enroll in one
radical misunderstanding of our Marvin Shie and David Wehrle. Their task at present is to formuthe
body
considers
list
of
criteria
Wooster
student
late
that
a
morning
and one afternoon discussion group. Seminar topics,
present responsibilities. Rather,
criteria
to
its
in
Any
college
suggestions
president.
desirable
as
resource persons and student leaders are as follows:
we must teach about the past in
Wanty,
Meg
to
should
submitted
possible
be
candidates
andor
felt
the
in
so far as its power is
Saturday Morning Sessions
present. This may mean that we Babcock Hall, Ext. 341, I.S. carrell MW16.
1. Student politics in Latin America; Juan de Onis, The New
Students interested in the
program next
must begin with the present and
York Times (T) ; Natalie Browne
work our way back into the past; year at the American University in Beirut, Lebanon, may obtain in2. The Political Role of the Military in L.A.; Lyle McAlister,
it may also mean that the lecture formation and application forms from Dr. Edwin Wright, Kauke 138,
University of Florida; Steve Oesch
method of teaching must be seri- or Dr. Frank Miller, Kauke 9.
3. The Role of the New Middle Classes in Fomenting Change,
ously curtailed.
The Great Lakes Colleges Association, which administers the proJohn J. Johnson, Stanford University; Phil Brown
gram at Beriut, has similar operations at Waseda University in Tokyo
4.
Nationalism
and Development; Kalman H. Silvert, DartSecondly, we seem to be losing and in Bogota, Columbia. Mr. Miller, who is coordinator of Wooster's
mouth College; Bob McKnight
sight of what a liberal education relations with these programs, welcomes inquiries concerning any of
5. The Force of the Church in Contemporary L.A.; H. Richis about. Colleges are acting too them. Interested students are especially advised to wach for announceard Shaul, Princeton Theological Seminary; Norm MacKey
much as if they were surrogates ments about the 1968-6program in Tokyo.
6. Sources of Instability in Latin American Society; Robert
of society and culture, training
To be eligible for admission to the
program a
A. Potash, University of Massachusetts; Amy Forman
today the future lawyers, states- student must have a three-poin- t
cumulative average and the approval
7. The Christian Democratic Movement in L.A.; Samuel
s
men, engineers, substantial
of his major department. These study opportunities are particularly
Shapiro, University of Notre Dame; Nancy Thomas
stuthe
of tomorrow. Thus,
valuable to students who have an A or B major in cultural area studies
dent, in rebelling against the po- in Latin America, East Asia or the Middle East.
Saturday Afternoon Sessions
litical and social system of his
Wooster
Since the inauguration of these programs in 1963-6Church-Stat- e
1.
Relations in Latin America; John J. Kencountry, rebels also against his has sent 14 students to Beirut, 12 to Bogota, and 7 to Tokyo.
nedy,
University
of Notre Dame; Lindy Slack
college which he sees as simply an13th, at the THISTLE night of
Friday
tonight,
the
Freak
out
2.
of
Problems
Economic
Development in L.A.; Felipe Her-rerother arm of the establishment.
THE
FEAST
DR.
CALIGARI,
WEDDING
THE
CABINET
OF
horror:
President, (T), Inter-AmeDevelopment
Bank;
We have deserved this rebellion
FREAKS) and DEMENTIA. The entire gruesome package
(from
the
Richard
Horn
because we have not taken seriouswill be shown twice at 7:30 and 9:30 in the Lean Lecture Room
3. Role of Education in Fomenting Social Change; Daniel
ly enough Matthew Arnold's unHall) for only 50 cents.
(Wishart
M. Goldrich (T), University of Oregon; Sue Clark
derstanding of a liberal arts eduU.S.
4.
elected
Policy Toward Military Dictatorships in L.A.; Arturo
Jenny Coddingion, a senior from Narbeth, Pa., was
cation as a "criticism of life." It
Morales-Carrion- ,
QUeen.
O.A.S.; John Dineen
Homecoming
this
year's
is a distortion for a college to act
5.
State
of
Alliance
for Progress; Thomas C. Mann, formthe
The SGA Congress
junior Jim Stratton as Speaker
as a surrogate and not a critic of
er U.S. Under Secretary of State; Bill Barrie
society and culture. Only when a for this semester at its meeting this past Monday. The Congress
6.
Organized Labor and Politics in L.A. ; Robert J. Alexander,
college works out what it means will hold its meetings weekly on Tuesdays at 9 p.m. In the Lean
Rutgers University; Hank Williams
to be an institution for social and Lecture Room. Students are urged to attend these as often as
7.
Appeals of Communism in an Era of Revolutionary Change;
cultural change will it find that possible. This Tuesday, the Congress will discuss the SGA budget,
George I. Blanksten, Northwestern University; Steve Dell
it is with the student, and not and make allocations for enterprises such as Big Name Enterbehind him.
tainment and the fund for speakers.
nt
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by Phil Graham

ft

This is the kind of week which a sports editor likes. The
column, which is the big sweat every issue, practically wrote itself
considering the athletic contests of the weekend before. I'd probably
be crucified by the football and soccer teams en masse if I neglected
to mention any of their heroic deeds ot last saiur-daI mean, just how often does Wooster send its
teams to another school's Homecoming and these
teams beat the undefeated squads from the other
school? Now iust how often does that happen? Well,
lllliipilPilll
when the Scot football
V! it happened last Saturday
jf
f
team beat a favored and previously unbeaten Big
pick as
Red squad which was a
I
with Wittenberg, of the Ohio Conference. The
they
Hj Woo booters had their finger in the pie tooas
RIGHT WING DAVE HICKS, ventures into midfield to keep the ball moving downfield. Here
trod upon an undefeated Denison team which is a
Phil
,
he kicks it between two Denison defenders.
perennial power in the O.C. But before I speak of
all this I'd like to tell you about a dog.
As the soccer team piled off the bus after a sleepy ride on
the "Pyers Express" at 9:30 last Saturday morning they were
faced with what must have been the Hound of the Baskervilles
reincarnate. And T.H.E. Hound didn't look like he was going
to let the sauad into Denlson's oppulent field house. It was a
The Big Red of Denison made a mistake this year. They scheduled Wooster for their
horse well, if not a horse, a Big, BIG dog. You've heard of the
St. Bernard. Homecoming athletic contests. Both the football and soccer teams swept past the Indians
Great St. Bernard, well this thing was a Super-Gre- at
mascot of to produce a Homecoming disappointment for all the returning old grads.
the
he's
that
It turns out that his name is Hadrian and
y.

f5

r1

pre-seaso-

a

A

r

n

Big Red fraternity, Phi Gamma Delta, but

co-champi-

;y.:

:

::

on,

that's beside the point.

The Scot booters turned their game into a relative rout as they won handily,

Well, anyway, some "fearless" soul, I forget whom, broke the over a good Denison team which

Battle
ice and patted Hadrian with magna cum temerity and there was joy beat them 1 last year and the
in Muddville once more. Unfortunately, the keg of whiskey which year before that, was the Mideast
Like the Akron game it was a
see-saHadrian normally wears around his neck was nowhere to be seen regional champ.
battle throughout the first
and the boys were all put out that they couldn't indulge in some last
In the beginning of the game half with the Denison team missor
e
anyining. the Bis Red toemen seemed to ing a couple of scoring opportunichugging. INot that coach would mind
minute
The mystery of the missing keg, for those whose minds run be playing inspired ball. They ties on direct free kicks outside of
penalty area. The
along these lines, was apparently solved when it was observed kept the pressure on offensively, the
defense manWooster
rated
the
highly
that Hadrian's eyeballs bore a distinct (or indistinct, as you will) and defensively, neutralized
aged to clear the ball, however,
resemblance to a road map. The glassy stare and the lack of Scot forward line quite well.
animosity (once the ice was broken) which Hadrian exhibited to
uimn
m.mMxmtirwmmwtMb
iuiiiuuiuiiiiuiii iiiiiiiiiiMiiy
ward the Scot toemen seems to corroborate this theory. Hadrian
See-Sa- w

3--

w

pre-gam-

18-yar-

d

uuw-jww-

m

swigged his own gargle, as the Irish would say, either that, or
he attended one too many frat parties Friday night.
of
At any rate, Hadrian's lack of patriotic spirits (or
them, as the case may be) proved a boon to the booters, not one
non-lac-

k

casualty. In fact, he even volunteered to help captain Dave Hicks
calisthenics. When a ball came his way during a
lead the warm-u- p
passing drill, he decided to get into the swing of things. He dribbled
a few yards, faking a few defensemen out, and then apparently decided
that that mode of locomotion was suited to soccer players not horses,
and proceeded to pick the ball up in his mouth and run around for
ace yes, Clyde, in his mouth. Such mandibles as these I haven't
a spac
seen West of Jackie Leonard
Hadrian was also much in evidence throughout the rest of
the day. He led the football team out of the locker room through
the massed freshman class in two columns, and who, by the
way, are still wearing their dinks. At halftime, Hadrian was
sprawled across the causeway beneath the pressbox and in front
of a refreshment stand (he moves and lies down with impunity
wherever he goes), when a bleached blonde with a French poodle
on a leash comes strolling along. The poodle must have either
been new to the campus or thought Hadrian was some kind of
a joke because he pounced upon him, disturbing Hadrian's reverie. Hadrian was up in a flash, and another flash, and still
another one, trying to muster an indignant glower. Fortunately
the French forces apparently thinking second thoughts made a
strategic withdrawal and Swiss neutrality again won the day.
All seriousness aside, it was a good Homecoming Day for Wooster, not Denison. The Scot gridders were picked to lose by 21 points
by the Plain Dealer and 10 points by the boys in the back room.
What neither the P.D. nor the back room boys could predict was four
fumbles and two pass interceptions recovered by an alert, heads-udefense which kept the pressure on the Big Red offense throughout
the afternoon. The Scot offense looked like it was sitting on its lead
in the second half as they did all last year and in the Mt. Union game
earlier this year, but they scored enough points to win and that's what
counts. They re now numbers one in the OL, do you believe that:
Way to go Scots!
The Scot soccer team also had a successful trip as they de
cisively defeated a tough Denison squad. 5tu Miller scored a
rare hat trick accounting for three of the five Scot tallies. This is
the first Wooster hat trick since Dave Hicks got one in last year's
Homecoming Hiram game.
Yes, it was a very good day. Now all we need is for Kenyon or
Toledo to upset our football or soccer applecart respectively, on our
Homecoming day, Oct. 21. Yea right fat chance!
How's this for a suggestion? I think we need something on
this campus like Hadrian to give it a little more character. How
about if we import a genuine fighting Scotch terrier who would
bite referees' legs whenever they make poor decisions against
Wooster or turn somersaults and lick their hands whenever they
make poor decisions in favor of Wooster? Of course, he'd have
to be able to hold his liquor (or 3.2) also.
p

Tomorrow Wooster will greet members of the Cleveland Presby
football game.
tery and their families at the Wooster-Dehanctour of the campus and a luncheon at Kittredge Hall will complete
their day. Each fall one day- is set aside to give Cleveland-are- a
Presbyterians a chance to visit Wooster, and to bring here high
school students who want to learn more about .their church-relate- d
e

-

College.

pfgff

5--

1,

and although the Woo booters
were getting their shots on goal
too, neither team could find the
range. Thus the game remained
scoreless through the halftime
break.
In fact, it wasn't until halfway
hrough the third stanza that p
tally was registered for either side.
At this time Stu Miller scored
the first of his three goals of the
morning on a pass from Danny
Adams. Five minutes later, the
Scot offense now clicking, center
forward Mo Rajabi headed the
ball into the net after a bulletlike shot by Chuck Noth on a
cross by Miller, rebounded off the
crossbar.
Hicks Scores
After this the Big Red defense
just couldn't seem to cope with
the Scot heavy artillery. Bob Levering put a beautiful shot into the
upper right-hancorner of the
goal but it was disallowed because
of an offsides penalty. Right wing
Dave Hicks rounded out the third
period scoring with a goal with
three minutes remaining.
Denison was saved from an
ignominous shutout on an unassisted goal by their center for
ward Dave Martay six minutes into the fourth period. Coach Nye
substituted freely in the final per- ioa giving me reserves a chance
to show what they could do. Stu
Miller scored two more goals with
Lhuck JMoth and freshman right
wing John Baetz getting the asd

sists.
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LEFT

HALFBACK

MARV KROHN, here takes the ball

from the Big Red right wing and prepares to clear it

Congratulations
once again

. .

SCOTS!
See vhat comes from
speaking well of

profs and Woo?

away

The Scot toemen travel to Kenyon tomorrow to battle the Lords
at 10 a.m.
Shooting Practice
On Wednesday afternoon, instead of holding practice, the booters participated in a shooting
drill against the Mt. Union Raiders. The soccermen bombarded the
Raider goal with 91 shots, while
the Mount team could manage
only one against the Wooster goal.
Seven Scots Score
Seven individual Woosterites
scored, including Dave Hicks, Al
Iglesias, Mo Rajabi, Bobby Dow,
Bob Levering, Chuck Noth (twice)
and Bob Dunsmore. Iglesias, Hicks
and Dave Broehl got assists of
three of the goals. The JV squad
was put in for the last two minutes.
Frank Castelli scored, but the shot
didn't count as someone was called
offsides.
A GOOD PLACE TO EAT

Tom

and Jack's Loungo

STEAKS

CHOPS
SEA FOOD
COCKTAILS

359 W. Liberty St.
Wooster, Ohio
GOOD LUCK, SCOTSI
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Sailors Place Third;

Scouting . . .
. . . Defiance

5

Bring Trophy Home
by Bob Terry

The Pennell Trophy Regatta, with Ohio Wesleyan as
host, was held at Leatherlips
Yacht Club on the Scioto

by Josh Stroup

J

The traces of a sumptuous
crow feast still linger in the
mouths of the boys in the
back room after last weekend

.-

I,

,

at Denison, but the plucky prophets have decided to go ahead
and say another sooth anyway. It
will be Wooster over Defiance College tomorrow by an
marthe boys
gin. To be extra-cockare picking a score today too
8-poi-
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River during the weekend of Oct.
The races were held all day
Saturday and were concluded on
Sunday morning. Winds ranged
from 10 to 15 knots on Saturday,
and picked up to approximately
20 knots on Sunday, providing
some very good sailing.
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This year's version of the Yellow Jackets is quite a bit different
from the squad that finished 9-- 0
last year. The entire offensive
backfield from that 1966 team is
gone and has a new coach, Roger
Merb, to boot.
But these Jackets have stung
three teams so far this season,
losing only to tough Alma College
on Sept. 30. Defiance's leading
ground gainer, halfback Walter
Williams, is one reason for the
strong 1 record, averaging 5.1
yards per carry and scoring 21
points in four games. Fullback
Roger Geren is also a tough boy
with 18 points to his credit.
3--

Defensively the Jackets should
be tight. Ten of last year's eleven
men from the defensive unit are
back a unit that had the number
one rush defense in the NAIA figures last year. Add to that a front
four averaging 210 pounds and the
Jackets look even more formidable.

JOHN MURPHY runs back his! key interception late in the second quarter, which halted a Big

nea anve.

by Jon Thomas

Wooster's Fighting Scots upset a powerful Denison University football squad on Saturday, Oct. 8, edging the Big Red by the margin of a successful field goal by freshman
Dave Poetter. The Scots extended their season mark to three wins against one defeat while
handing Denison its first loss of the 1967 campaign. The Scots retain their position near
the top ot the conterence stand
ings with a 2 0 OAC record.

cial passes to move the Scots to
the Denison 10 yard line. After
Rugged line play marked the a pair of short gains, Coach Len-gyt
contest as neither
called on kicking specialist
squad could often retain posses- Poetter who split the uprights with
sion of the ball for successful sus- only 41 seconds remaining in the
tained drives. Wooster's defensive half for the first three points of
unit enjoyed an outstanding af- the ball game.
ternoon, rattling loose four fumThe battle for field position rebles from Denison ball carriers
sumed
in the third quarter. Woosand stealing two timely pass inter broke into the scoring column
terceptions from Big Red
quarterback, Dain Birkley. again by capitalizing on another
Big Red fumble. Webster White
Denison Coach Keith Piper's
pounced on a loose ball on the
returning offense boasted, besides Denison 15 yard line. Assisted by
Birkley who led the conference in
a 15 yard penalty, the Scots moved
total offense last season, three in close
where Tom Boardman finother
veterans: guard Jim ally stored on a one-yarkeeper
Kijowski, end Tom Demo, and play through the
middle of the
fullback Eric Ivary. Wooster suc- line. Dave Peotter added the conceeded in frustrating for more version
point.
than three quarters this highly
Denison's big guns finally came
rated Big Red offense which helpalive
in the final period. One drive
ed earn Denison an
season in
was snuffed out as the Scot's Ron
1966.
Maltarich pilfered another Big
Murphy Intercepts
Red pass. Denison regained posNeither club mounted a serious session, however, and Birkley
offensive threat until the middle completed several quick passes unof the second quarter when, after til finally, fullback Ivary carried
a series of punt exchanges, Deni- for the score. Denison gambled
son moved into Scot territory. Af- successfully on a two-poiconter several complete passes by version with a pass from Birkley
Birkley, the Big Red moved to the to Ivary.
Wooster 27 with the momentum
A flurry of quick exchanges of
to move in for the first score of
football marked the tense closthe
the game. Senior safety John Murphy, however, slammed the Big ing moments as the Scots worked
Red machine into reverse by in- frantically to preserve their slim
tercepting the next pass attempt 10-- lead. The gun finally sounded
and running the ball back to mid-fiel- with Denison in possession of the
The Scot offense then came
to life, with quarterback Tom
Boardman connecting on two cru- ce

non-Conferen-

ce

p

now.

The glass ball displayed proudly
in the back room may be a little
cloudy, but it isn't cracked. Sock
it to 'em, Woo.
OHIO CONFERENCE
FOOTBALL

1. WOOSTER

2--

0

3--

1

2--

0

2--

2

1- -0

3--

0

OWU

1-

2-0-

-1

B-- W

1- -0

2--

1

2--

1

2--

1

2--

1

2--

1

-1

3--

-2

1- -2

Marietta
3. Wittenbg.
6. Capital
Muskingum
8. Heidelbg.
9. Hiram

1-

1-

-0

all-OA-

C

d

8-- 1
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STANDINGS

1

ball but locked deep in their own
territory.

el

hard-fough-

all-conferen-

But Tom Boardman, Mike Gordon and Art Wilson as well as the
entire Scot defensive squad that
worked so effectively against Denison last week aren't likely to be
intimidated by mere size and an
impressive won-los- s
record. Wooster took over first place in the
OAC with that Denison victory
and, though Defiance is a
opponent, the fired-uScots aren't about to drop a game

8.

8

d.

QRRvim .Ohio. nSKy

I

There were a number of outstanding individual efforts by
members of Wooster's offensive
and defensive units. Defensive
linemen Ed Smith, Duane White
and Bruce Chappalear played a
large part in containing the Big
Denison running backs and forcing the many fumbles and interceptions. Dick Mueller and Craig
Jensen blanketed Big Red receivers and tackled well all afternoon.
Running back Mike Gordon gained 51 yards in six carries for the
Scot offense as well as grabbing
two passes for a total of 18 yards.

A-Lea-

gue

stopped the Oats, 1
as
the Kappas trounced Second,
44-the day before.
8-- 0,

0,

STANDINGS
W L
Delts
2 0
Sigs
3 1

Kappas
Oats
Kappa Sigs

T

2
1

2

1

1

2

2
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0
0

0

CITY TAXI

Now thru Monday

Is

Our Business

Lower the Cost
24-HO-

of

UR

PROMPT
SERVICE

Call Us Anytime

barest.

at

rarest

Wooster's next regatta will be
the Cary Price Memorial Regatta
held at the U. of Michigan this
weekend. This will be the last
major fall regatta, the results of
which, plus the results of the other
two major regattas, will determine
the Midwest representative at the
Sugar Bowl Regatta in New

Women Win Three;

See Earlham Today
by Linda Cansler

In a busy weekend, the girls
field hockey team saw their undefeated record blemished by
losses to Western Reserve Uni
versity and Earlham, while adding
three games to their list of wins.
Today they face a rematch with
Earlham, tomorrow a contest with
Ohio Wesleyan.

The weekend, which the team
spent near Jackson, Mich., began
with a game with Illinois State
University, which the girls won by
a score of 4-Jane Jacobs was
responsible for three of the goals,
while Libbie Marshall drove in the
other score with reverse stick.
0.

Western Michigan University
scored a
victory over Wooster
in the second game of the series.
Coach Hunt attributed the Scots'
fall to WMU's "very good team"
and in particular to their "out
standing center forward."
The third game was against
Northern Illinois State University
II, which Wooster won
on
a goal scored by Libbie Marshall.
In the fourth contest, the Scots
took a
decision over NISU I,
overcoming a
halftime deficit.
1-- 0

5--

3

0-- 2

264-527- 7

Earlham
m

t-

-

2--

ROBERT
REDFORD

r

IAKIC

FONDA

XUU UJ

FOR DRUGS

The girls will get a chance to
avenge their loss today as they
Earlham at Earlham.
Tomorrow they face Ohio Wesleyan whose team is "always
good."
re-encoun- ter

7:10 & 9:25
SUN., 2:30, 4:40, 7:00, 9:00
FRI., SAT.,

0.

"We played a good game,
summarized Miss Hunt;- - "although
our passing was not that good,
and we failed to cut for the ball.
They simply played better."

colorscreenl

Wooster, Ohio

handed Wooster its

second defeat by scoring twice in
the second half for a final score
;
of

Dressing Well

Brenner Bros.

Wooster

3-- 1

Your Pleasure

Broadway's

schools,

11

Bentley, A-- S kipper
Wooster's skipper in A division
on both days was Mike Bentley.
Bob Muir skippered in B division
on Saturday. Taking over in the
remaining B races on Sunday were
Laura Jordan, Bob Terry and
Larry Drake. Carolyn Ray and
Judy Widener crewed in A and B
divisions respectively.

INTRAMURALS
After two and a half weeks
of intramural football action,
the Delts hold a vicarious
lead over the other
contenders. Sixth and Seventh
section rank second and third
respectively, with Third in
fourth place and Second in
last. Last Tuesday the Sigs

of

brought home the third place
trophy with 120 23 points. Ohio
State won the Regatta with 180
points followed by Wayne State
University with 158. The other
schools, in order of finish, were:
Cincinnati, Ohio Wesleyan, Lawrence, DePauw, Ohio U., Marquette, U. of Detroit and Kent
State.

"Closest to the Campus"
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Outlook

Urges Stefan Cw&Iiify

(Continued from Page 2)
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Statement required by the Act of MORE ON
Auctjst 24, 1912, as amended by the
Acts of March 3, 1933, and July 11,
1960 ( 74 Statute 208), showing the
ownership, management, and circu-

Peace Movement

lation

OF Voice, PUBLISHED WEEKLY AT

Wooster, Ohio, for The College of
ment may be found also in the Wooster community.
(1) Names and addresses of puyoung?
blisher, editor, and managing editor:
If I sound platitudinous at this Published by the Students of The
College of Wooster; Editor, Gary
point it is deliberate. Our campus
2, 572 North
Houston, Apartment
divisiveness, which I'm afraid Buckeye Street; Associate Editors,
comes most to public attention in Paul Lewis, Armincton Hall, and
Voice, is to me, misguided and Tom Miller, Do uc lass Hall, The
of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio.
wasteful of our talents and energy. College
(2 ) Owners: The Publications
It would be refreshing, for ex- Board of The Collece of Wooster,
ample, to have a whole year at Wooster, Ohio.
(3) Known bondholders, mortWooster in which expressions of
gages AND OTHER SECURITY HOLDERS
student opinion would assume that owning
or holding one percent or
all of us are motivated by impulses more of
total amount of bonds,
toward openmindedness, desire for mortgages or other securities: none.
(4) Average number of copies
constructive progress, willingness
precedinc 12
to change procedures, and sincere each issue during the
months. Total number of copies
consideration for desire for printed: 2000. Paid circulation to
changes which individually we term subscribers by mail, carrier demay not particularly share. That livery or by other means: 400. sales
news dealers, and
assumption would in itself work through acents,
otherwise; None. Free distribution
wonders of cooperative accomp- by mail, carrier delivery, or by othlishment. It would be refreshing ER means: None. Total number of
also to see the faculty and adminis- copies distributed: 2000.
slncle issue nearest to filinc
tration willing to grant wide par- date.
Total number of copies disticipation and broad powers of tributed: 3500. Paid circulation to
planning and decision, if only for term subscribers by mail, carrier dea period of trial, to our student livery or by other means: none.
Free distribution by mail, carrier
constituency. That concession delivery,
or by other means: 1500.
would likewise in itself bring mar- Total number of copies distributed:
vels of constructive cooperation 3100.
and achievement.
How do I know that these won- MORE ON

by Tom Ewell
(Editor's Note: For two years following his graduation from Wooster
in 1965 Tom Ewell served as our representative to Ewing Christian
College in India. Pete Jenks, a June graduate, will leave soon to take
pro-graover EweWs teaching work and continue the Wooster-in-Indi- a
at Ewing.)
m

Living and studying abroad is a most exciting and rewarding
experience. It is a chance to travel, to see another country, to try
new cuisine, and to participate in another culture. But it can also
be one of the most lonely experiences in life. After the initial excitement, one suddenly realizes how much one depended on his own culture.
Besides the normal anxieties of
enjoyable experience it was.
entering college, one knows that
I am concerned now that this
a visit home may be from two
there
same feeling of acceptance be exto six years away. Worse yet
is the anxiety of cultural dis- tended to our international stuLanguage barriers dents. I know that many of us al
orientation.
and the lack of familiar cultural ready have. But I expressly want
cues create a sense of desperate to encourage all members of the
loneliness and painful homesick- college community to take the ink
ness. One is caught in the dilemma tiative in extending their friendof needing a friend more than ship to these guests of our comever, yet at the same time finding munity. Not' only will this make
it impossible to have more than their residency and participation
in our culture much more enjoysuperficial conversation.
able and meaningful, but an acAt times in India I experienced quaintanceship with them will also
this feeling in a way that only return benefits to us.
those of you who have lived
This year the International Stuabroad know. But at the same time
I was constantly encouraged and dent Organization is planning an
supported by various friends at active program. Already we have
Ewing Christian College. N o t had an orientation meeting for
everyone, to be sure, was a new students, one regular meeting
friend, and some perhaps didn't and a picnic. Tonight at 7:30 we
know or care who I was, but the are .holding an "open house" at
important thing was that I felt the International Student Center,
generally accepted. There were al- Stadium Unit 4 behind the TUB.
ways those students and faculty, Someone has asked if Americans
no matter where I was or what are welcome in the organization.
the circumstances, who were genu- The answer is a simple one: the
inely concerned about me. Perhaps name international certainly init was an invitation to tea or a cludes Americans, and they are
request that I accompany them to not only welcome tonight, but are
a soccer game or simply a moment encouraged to attend all our meettaken to stop and say hello. The ings and functions. In many rethought behind these small, but spects, if the organization is to
most important times of consid be a success, we must have Amerieration made my stay in India the can student help and participation.

ders and marvels would occur? I
don't, but I would bet money that
To
they would, and I will bet you
(Continued from Page 2)
even more that they will never
come about if they aren't tried. Pubbe machine turned
s
teak, print curtains,
Another question for the present
did
s
(what
but no
writer: what procedure presently I
No beer.) Or how about
say?
feasible would you suggest to capthat
sumptuous compromise: middlitalize on the gains of last year's e-age
middle-clas- s
imitations of
thinking and to move us closer
last year's House Beautiful ideal
to the aims expressed above? An 1
carpeting,
ounge
swer: my respectful suggestion is
s
lamps and
on
standard
that a series of public, cooperative
feel
in
makes
as
which
you
legs
meetings to include all segments
as illicit sex on your
congruous
of our campus society be armaiden aunt s ottoman. Very hope-fullranged; that these meetings deSchoolev Cornelius Schoolev
vote themselves to the very issues
will not give us a bland, polite,
and problems we read about in
c a r p e t committee
Voice and discuss privately; that
compromise.
the understood purpose of such
What we want is somethinsr
meetings be a free exchange of
ideas with a view toward concrete young, vital, exciting, strong, alive
action on such proposals as can and individual (assuming Wooster
students are young, vital, exciting,
be agreed upon.
strong, alive and individual),
If such a series can be set up, since the Union should be a re
by all means let us avoid the flection and stimulus to what we
type of assembly we saw in the are not what some middle-age- ,
"Town Meeting" of last year, with
conservative witn a
the administration ranged up in file of credit cards wants to make
front and the audience sitting in us.
session before them. By mere
So it's up to you to be aware
placement this establishes division of what's being planned on your
from the very start: the adminis- behalf: to know what kind of
tration is put in the position of place you want to spend your free
target, the audience starts throw- time in. It's up to you to get it,
ing, and the targets try to defend and let's have no whining when
themselves. This is not what I it's too late.
mean by a public, cooperative
My suggestion: for a start look
meeting.
at John Balsley's Men in a Flying
I visualize a meeting with every- - Machine sculpture in the Art Exone on the same level ; with, at hibit. It's brash and violent, strikmost, only a presiding officer to get ing and charming: it's about surthe meeting started and later close vival and people who know what
the session when everyone has had they want and how to get it in
enough. Meantime, the presiding an environment you have to be
officer would not preside but would tough to survive in. It's about
assume a seat in company with what you're working for and what
the rest. Let the talk then go as you're working against. It's fanit will, with
pressure to tastic and it's also fun. It's about
act as curb on abuses of time and you and now and should be in
tactics by any individual or in- the PUB working with your endividuals. Then if some conviction vironment to make you what you
or feeling coagulates in a general want to be. It makes a great condesire for action on that point, versation piece and can also be
the group can find ways to im used as an ashtray. It costs $900
and worth every cent. Applications
plement that action.
to Mr. Olsen, Art Department.
Never mind the parliamentary
Roger Nicholls
procedures. Illegalities and unfair
Department of English
treatment are perpetrated every P. S. You might also think about
day in meetings run ostensibly un- digging an underpass under Beall
der parliamentary rule. It's not to get from the Library to the Unlegalism we're after; it's group ion without colliding with a truck.
conviction fairly arrived at and (Expensive? Yes, unless
you want
fairly carried out in action.
a Memorial Underpass dedicated
If you have read this far, to our first traffic fatality.) The
other alternative is passive resistthank you for your patience.
s
ance to halt the
spewing
Myron A. Peyton
all city traffic onto Beall from
Chairman
Wayne, but this might cause a few
Department of Spanish deaths too. It's your problem.

Tho Editor

Letters

mock-varnis-

h

nick-nack-

(Continued from Pago 1)

1) that the United States begin an
attempt at cessation of hostilities
by at least adopting the more
moderate policy of stopping the
bombing, and, this failing, 2)
move along more radical lines. If
we are not able to bring peace and
prosperity to Vietnam, then 3) get
out and let the Vietnamese try. In
other words, communism cannot
be worse than the continual tor
ture to which these people are
subject and the U.S. should not
admit defeat, but humanitarian-ism- .
The leaders of the Wooster delegation believe that there are many
students on campus that do not
agree with U.S. policv in Vietnam.
but who do not wish to participate
in this type of action because they
feel it will not end the war. On
the other hand, these leaders
maintain, if those opposed to the
war do not take a public stance,
their silence will in effect advocate
the present situation.
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Your John Roberts Man Will Be Here . . .

October

17, 1967

p

COMING

"A MAN

FOR ALL

SEASONS"

"HAWAII"

Wooster Theatre
Phone

263-280-
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FLAIR TRAVEL
CONSULTANT
346

EAST BOWMAN

ST.

For Your Convenience

Just Off the College
Campus
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Your Travel Inquiries
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264-650- 5

